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1. Preface

research2guidance is a specialist research organization that focuses on providing insights into mobile market developments. Our aspiration is to provide business leaders with guidance and a fact-base that will assist them in better understanding the most important trends shaping mobile markets today.

This report gives a short summary of the m-commerce global survey that was conducted in the summer of 2012.

To access additional research documents on the smartphone applications market, please visit http://www.research2guidance.com/. research2guidance offers different content and format options to provide you with the information that you need.

A. Reports: Our reports explore the major trends and developments affecting the market in detail. Separate research papers cover both the entire market, as well as concentrating on specific parts of it. The reports contain key insights for companies looking to enter or deepen their engagement in the mobile applications market, providing data and analysis on all relevant aspects of the market to ease investment decision-making.

B. Ready-to-use results (1-50 Power Point pages): Take advantage of our broad selection of Power Point presentation slides by selecting specific content that can easily be downloaded and incorporated into your presentations.

C. Research projects: Projects are tailored specifically to address your mobile application market information needs. Examples of projects include: developer surveys, mobile application strategy definition, and competitor and country analysis.

As with all research2guidance projects, the research behind these reports has not been commissioned or sponsored in any way by any business, government, or other institution.

research2guidance
2. Introduction

Mobile Commerce (m-commerce) is on the rise: more online merchants are joining the quickly expanding market, more m-commerce applications are being published, and more people are turning to their mobile devices to make speedy and usually simple transactions. m-commerce is hyped, but what is the real status?

m-commerce, for the purpose of this report, is defined as any commercial transaction that is made with the help of a mobile webpage or application.

This report examines the current status of m-commerce, by providing answers to top 20 questions of m-commerce today:

1. The rational: Why do companies invest in m-commerce and what do they envision the role of m-commerce will be in 5 years.
2. The status of acceptance: The number of m-commerce applications is being published per active company.
3. The experience level: The experience level in number of years that companies today have with this new channel to the customer.
4. The typical m-commerce budget: The budget that companies spend on m-commerce applications today and the planned budget in the near future.
5. The staff needed: How many employees are necessary to manage m-commerce solutions per company.
6. The outsourcing level: To what degree companies rely on outsourced capacities or white label solutions for their m-commerce applications.
7. The technology preference: Whether native or web based applications are preferred by m-commerce vendors.
8. The platform preference: To what degree secondary mobile platforms like BlackBerry or WP7 are being used by m-commerce companies.
9. The device preference: To what extent companies tailor their m-commerce application for tablets, smartphones or other devices like feature phones or game consoles.
10. The preferred functional features: What are the main functional features like social network integration that are being incorporated into an m-commerce application.
11. The preferred payment methods: Which payment methods e.g. credit card or operator billing are being preferred by mobile shop owners.
12. The download numbers: The number of downloads m-commerce application generate.
13. The generated revenue: The revenue mobile shops generated in 2010, 2011 and 2012(e).
14. **The share of mobile business**: Mobile sales as a percentage of total online sales today and in the next five years.
15. **The reach of active users**: How many users mobile shops have.
16. **The products that are offered most on mobile**: Type of products sold through m-commerce applications.
17. **The projection for the future**: Mobil shop owners projection of m-commerce revenue in 2017.
18. **The revenue share of m-commerce**: The share of m-commerce revenue has on total e-commerce revenue for 2010, 2011 and 2012 (e).
19. **The differences between m-commerce leaders and followers**: The way today’s non-active companies view the market and how this view differs from that of m-commerce practitioners.
20. **The key learnings**: What companies would do differently again, based on their experiences in the market.

The status report is based on the results of a global online survey conducted in Q3/Q4 2012. More than 600 companies have provided insights on how they make use of the mobile channel to sell goods.

The following table gives an extract of participating companies.
The m-commerce status report is a benchmark for all online retailers, mobile first shop runners and companies that plan to sell products with the help of a mobile application.
The number of active users is defined as returning users an m-commerce solutions has. The active user number is smaller than the download number. This reflects the fact that pure mobile web shops attract fewer visitors than their native counterparts. Secondly, even in native application with high reach (high downloads), returning user share is reported to be less than 50% on average. Nevertheless, more than 25% of today’s mobile shops have 100,000 or more returning shop users. A great share (44%) instead must build their business models around 10,000 or less returning users.
3.5. m-commerce budgets and revenues
The budget spent on developing and operating m-commerce solutions varies significantly. 13.2% of mobile shopping operators spent upwards of US$ 1 Mio. in 2012. On contrary, the budget of almost one third of companies is less than US$ 20.000. Budgets tend to increase slightly from 2011 to 2012.

Figure 15: m-commerce budget for 2011 and 2012 (US$)

The relative low budget did match with the revenue m-commerce solutions generated in the early days in 2010. A great part (40.6%) of the mobile shops made a turnover of less than US$ 100.000. Some mobile shops have made more than US$ 1 Mio., but their share was relatively low (14.4%). The share of “plus US$ 1 Mio. mobile shops” has increased since then, reaching 31.4% in 2012 (estimated).
5.2. About research2guidance

research2guidance is a market intelligence and consultancy company specializing in the mobile apps market.

Our service offerings

- **Reports and PowerPoint slide-sets**: market insights on selected topics
- **Bespoke research**: custom-made research for your individual needs
- **Knowledge center**: a subscription to a wealth of data, analyses, profiles, and daily news and opinions
- **Consulting services**: projects tailored to assist you in developing your mobile strategy

Our monitoring analyst team

**Ralf-Gordon Jahns**

Ralf is the Managing Director of research2guidance. He has worked for more than 17 years in the telecom and media industry. Prior to research2guidance he worked as a partner for Capgemini Telecom Media & Networks. Ralf is a frequent keynote speaker on mobile industry events, publisher of a multitude of mobile market reports and executive consultant of more than 30 clients in the telecom and media industry.

**Zekarias Assefa**

Zekarias is a Research Analyst at research2guidance. He has studied Global Economics and Management at Jacobs University. He has previously worked as Data Analyst for the Bremen Graduate School as well as a Marketing Analyst and as a Data Management Assistant at BaseCase Management and ResearchGate. He was the project manager of the global m-commerce survey and participated in the m-Health and in-app advertisement projects of research2guidance.
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